Product Description
Thank you for purchasing SONOS OUTDOOR by SONANCE weather-resistant speakers.

When properly installed, these speakers will give you many years of outdoor entertainment pleasure. To get the most out of your new speakers, please read this manual thoroughly before you begin installation.

The directions in this manual apply to the following models:
SONOS OUTDOOR by SONANCE

Box Contents
(2) Speakers
(2) Speaker Grilles
(2) FastMount® Brackets
(2) Wiring Terminal Covers

Speaker Placement
SONOS OUTDOOR by SONANCE speakers are highly weather-resistant, and when mounted outdoors will perform exceptionally well for years, even under adverse weather conditions.

The FastMount bracket system makes it easy to mount the speakers in a variety of positions and locations: (see figure 1).

Types of Wire
When installing SONOS OUTDOOR by SONANCE Speakers careful consideration should be made when determining speaker placement and wire gauge. Refer to the wiring chart (see figure 2) to determine which size wire to use over the given distance between the SONOS Amplifier and the speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WIRE GAUGE</th>
<th>DISTANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 Gauge</td>
<td>Up to 100 feet (30 meters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Gauge</td>
<td>Up to 150 feet (45 meters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Gauge</td>
<td>Up to 250 feet (80 meters)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Connecting and Assembling

1. In most cases you will be able to attach the FastMount brackets directly to the mounting surface. Run the speaker wires from the amplifier to the speaker locations and through the holes in the brackets if used (see figure 3).

2. Attach the FastMount brackets to the mounting surface using hardware (not included) that is appropriate for the type of surface (see figure 3).
   - If the installation requires that the speaker be mounted in a corner, attach the bracket with hardware (not included) through the slots in the angled corners (see figure 4).

3. If the installation requires that the speaker be mounted on a pole you can attach the FastMount brackets to the pole using 2.5” U-bolts (not included) (see figure 5).

4. Feed the speaker wires from the bracket into the wire entry grommet on the back of the speaker, through the wire tunnel and out the opening on the speaker's front panel (see figure 6).
   - The grommet forms a water-resistant seal around the speaker wire.
   - Make sure there is enough slack in the wire to allow the speaker to pivot on the bracket.

Figure 1: Speaker Placement
Figure 2: Wire Gauge Chart
Figure 3: Pass Wire Through Hole and Attach Bracket
Figure 4: Corner Mounting
Figure 5: Attaching the Bracket to a Pole
Figure 6: Wire Entry Grommet
5. Slide the speaker onto the bracket and firmly snap into place at the top and bottom of speaker. Pull enough wire through the front of the speaker to allow connection to the terminals (see figure 7).

**NOTE:** BE SURE THAT THE BRACKET CLIPS SNAP COMPLETELY INTO PLACE TO PREVENT ANY BLOCKAGE WITHIN THE SPEAKER PERIMETER WHERE THE GRILLE IS TO BE INSERTED. PULL THE SPEAKER GENTLY TOWARD YOURSELF TO VERIFY THAT IT IS SECURELY IN PLACE.

6. Connect the speaker wires to the speaker’s terminals:
   - Strip about .5” of insulation from each conductor and twist the strands together or tin them with solder.
   - Press-down on the tops of the connectors to open them.
   - Insert the wires into the connector holes (see figure 8).
   - Release the connectors.

   - The binding post connectors can accept wire up to 14 gauge.
   - Double-check that you connected all of the wires properly (amplifier ‘+’ to speaker ‘+’; amplifier ‘–’ to speaker ‘–’) at all connections.

**IMPORTANT:** BE SURE NOT TO LET ANY STRAY ‘+’ AND ‘–’ WIRES TOUCH EACH OTHER. TOUCHING WIRES CAN CAUSE A SHORT-CIRCUIT THAT COULD DAMAGE YOUR AMPLIFIER.

7. Fit the wiring connector cover into the recess in the speaker’s front panel. The cover should fit tightly, but can be removed if the speaker needs to be disconnected (see figure 9).

8. Fit the grille onto the speaker by aligning the edges of the grille with the groove of the speaker face perimeter and pressing firmly until it is snugly in place (see figure 10). Start by inserting and pressing along the long edge, then insert one of the short edges. Continue with the other long edge, and finally the other short edge.

**NOTE:** ALL SONOS OUTDOOR BY SONANCE SPEAKERS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH OMNIMOUNT STAINLESS STEEL 15.0 C AND 15.0 W SERIES SPEAKER BRACKETS. FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR SONOS AUTHORIZED DEALER OR GO TO WWW.OMNIMOUNT.COM.

**Unlocking SONOS Audio Enhancements**

SONOS OUTDOOR by SONANCE speakers include exclusive audio enhancements when used with a SONOS Amp. Use the free SONOS app to unlock them.

Audio enhancements include:
- Custom EQ settings
- Gain adjustment
- Dynamic bass extension
- Signal limiting/loudspeaker protection
Painting the Speaker and Grille

All SONOS OUTDOOR by SONANCE speakers feature a tough polypropylene enclosure that can be painted. SONOS recommends using a weather-resistant outdoor paint and a spray gun to paint the speakers.

1. If it has already been installed, remove the grille from the speaker.
2. To protect the speaker driver units during painting, place the grille on a piece of cardboard and trace around its outline. Then cut the cardboard just inside of the trace line and fit this “paint shield” into the speaker’s baffle. (be careful not to damage the driver components while fitting the paint shield).
3. Paint the speaker the desired color according to the paint manufacturer’s instructions. Remove the paint shield after the paint has thoroughly dried.
4. Paint the grille separately from the speaker using very thin paint (5:1 thinner:paint ratio). Avoid plugging the grille holes with excess paint.
5. After the paint has thoroughly dried, re-attach the grille to the speaker and remount.

TO UTILIZE THE AUDIO ENHANCEMENTS:

1. Download the SONOS mobile app from the app store on a mobile device.
2. Open the app and follow the prompts to set up your SONOS system.
3. After Amp is set up, go to Settings>System and choose the room your speakers are in.
4. Choose Detect Sonos Architectural to unlock the audio enhancements.

TWO (2) YEAR WARRANTY

We stand for the quality of our SONOS products. We offer a 2 year full warranty on all products sold. The details of this warranty are set out in our End User License and Warranty Agreement (EULA). A summary of the conditions of the SONOS Warranty is set out below. In the event that there is any conflict between this summary and the EULA, the EULA will control. Your local consumer protection laws may provide additional rules on warranty. The SONOS Warranty does not in any way restrict the rights that you may have under such rules. The SONOS Warranty covers defects in materials and workmanship in every SONOS product for two (2) years from the date of shipment from SONOS or the date of the original retail purchase from an Authorised SONOS Dealer. The SONOS warranty does not guarantee that SONOS products will at all times operate without interruption or will be error-free, or that all errors may be corrected. If you have a valid claim under the SONOS Warranty and have returned the product in accordance with the procedure set out below, we will repair or replace the defective product free of cost. If we determine that the problem is not covered under the SONOS Warranty, we will notify you and inform you of service or replacement alternatives that are available to you for an additional fee. The warranty period is not extended if we repair or replace your product.

Your SONOS Warranty is transferable with ownership, so if you give or sell the SONOS product to someone during the guarantee period, it’s still covered. There are some exclusions to the SONOS Warranty, including but not limited to: problems that result from external causes such as accident, abuse or misuse; use that is not in accordance with SONOS’ product instructions; products with missing or altered serial numbers; products which have had their housings opened or are otherwise tampered with; or problems caused by using third party accessories, parts, or components.
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